Student Quick-Start

Video - Get Started!
Learn the basics of NYU Classes - from entering the system to using the tools within your course sites - in less than 5 minutes!

Additional information!
>>Want to learn more? Check out these several help articles

Important Note for the GNU
If you are going to be traveling or using NYU Classes at one of the university's global sites:

- Change your NYU Classes Time Zone, ensuring that all deadlines and scheduled entries match your current location's time zone. NYU Classes: Setting your time zone
- Set up your NYU VPN (Virtual Private Network) to access all supported University Services.

Need additional support?
VIEW DOCUMENTATION

Redirection Notice
This page will redirect to http://www.nyu.edu/life/resources-and-services/information-technology/instructional-technology-support/instructional-technology-tools-and-services/nyu-classes/faculty-staff-training.html.

Below you will find information to help you get started with NYU Classes!